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Museums, Nationality, and Public Research
Libraries in Nineteenth-Century Transylvania
James P. Niessen

In nineteenth-century Transylvania (now in Romania but then a province
of Hungary) Germans, Hungarians, and Romanians all attributed special
importance to research collections in the creation of their political nations. This study traces the development of the most important repositories of the respective nations: the Germans’ Brukenthal Museum, the
Hungarians’ Transylvanian Museum Society, and the Romanians’ Astra.
These institutions arose as hybrid museum-libraries and even included
archives. Despite this common conception, they developed differently due
to the nature of their constituencies, the growing professionalization of
libraries, museums, and archives, and political change within Hungary
and Romania.

In the multiethnic society of the province of Transylvania (in presentday Romania) three separate research libraries emerged contemporaneously in the nineteenth century, each calling itself a national library. The
model for these national libraries was not a collection simply of books
and manuscripts, as libraries more commonly are conceived. Rather,
under the contemporary influence of the British Museum, the model
was of the library-in-museum, aiming at a multimedia presentation of
knowledge.1 A library’s position within a museum seemed to conflate
its roles as a workshop for the scholarly elite, a place to display the collections, a source of prestige, and a resource for the reading public.
Development of these libraries-in-museums occurred amidst the tension
between the early modern ambition to classify and present a wide range
of objects together and the nineteenth-century preoccupation with the
establishment of a written national culture.
Until 1918 Transylvania was associated with the Hungarian Crown
in the Habsburg Monarchy but was composed of three principal nationalities of Romanians, Hungarians, and Germans, which were in an
approximate numerical relationship of 6:3:1.2 Each national community
sought to establish its own national library, although each used this term
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without defining it clearly. Traditionally, Transylvanians used the term
nation to signify a sociolegal category whose privileges were defined by the
province’s constitution. The term rarely referred to the entire population
of the province. Indeed, in the nineteenth century the term nation was
used commonly to refer to a particular ethnolinguistic community.
Each of the three ethnic groups in Transylvania aspired to collect the
bibliographic output of its nation, or at least the Transylvanian portion,
as completely as possible and to make it accessible to the public.3 The
small German community, known as Saxons, boasted a well-developed
civic culture as well as easy access to international scholarship through
their language. The nobility of the Hungarian nation (as distinguished
from the peasant majority of this nationality) had not only the wealth to
amass numerous outstanding personal collections but also the political
means to place them at the service of an emerging national state. More
numerous than the Hungarians and Germans combined but lacking the
resources of the Hungarian nobility, the Romanians were the last of the
three nations to begin developing their library. Nevertheless, they were
able to lay the foundation for explosive development after the creation
of Greater Romania at the end of World War I.
While the origins of the Transylvanian libraries often can be traced
to individual collectors, the ethnopolitical movements gave them their
organizational form. Moreover, the association with museums was important in the evolution of each library, though in the end, each of the three
Transylvanian national libraries emerged in a form close to the modern
concept of the public research library. The evolution in each case owed
much to the character of each national community and its institutions.

The Library-in-Museum Tradition
The unification of museum and library within the same facility, bringing scholars, libraries, and museums under one roof, has a long tradition.
In the ancient Greek world the Museion, from which the concept of a
museum as a collection of valuable objects is derived, was a shrine of the
Muses where religious ceremonies were performed. A museum was often
associated with a school. The most famous museum in Alexandria had
scholars in residence, a library, zoological and botanical collections, an
observatory, a medical institute, and workshops.4 The library’s destruction,
whether in one or a few cataclysmic events or over an extended period
of time, represented the loss of not only the written record and other
objects of the lost collections but also the organized scholarly activity for
which the library was a locus.5
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The medieval library’s practice of collecting only manuscript codices
was a departure from this Hellenic tradition. Humanistic scholars revived the practice of the composite collection, first in the private study
collections, or studioli, of Renaissance Italy. The Florentine studiolo of
Lorenzo the Magnificent (1449–92) was intended to present visitors
with library and antiquarium in adjoining wings but then had by force
of circumstances to limit itself to the library. The Bavarian court library
in Munich, founded in 1558, became the model for the unification of
natural objects and human artifacts under one roof. A scholar living
in Munich, Samuel von Quichelberg, published a description of the
theoretical foundation of this union. He called the composite collection theatrum sapientiae, or theater of knowledge, thereby highlighting
the goal of presentation rather than solitary study. His work described
a model collection and presented it in categories.6 This pioneer work
of both museum and library science contained separate classifications
for library books and for other objects but, interestingly, placed some
of the books in the collection of objects rather than in the library.
In assembling their artifacts, collectors of that era sought to classify
knowledge in “cabinets of curiosities,” known also at times as cabinets
of art, antiquaries, treasuries, and museums. 7 Prestige, curiosity, and
the opportunity to serve as a patron of scholarship competed among
the collectors’ motivations. The collector might host resident scholars
or artists to use these artifacts and proudly showed them to visitors.
We should not minimize the scholarly motivation and value of these
collections: there was the intellectual quality of wonder at curious and
unexpected things and connections and the concept of scholarship
based on the observation of physical evidence rather than only on
written authority.8 Of the best-known contemporary cabinets, those in
Ambras near Innsbruck, Prague in Bohemia (owned by the Habsburg
grand duke and the emperor, respectively), Rome, and Bologna also
contained books in their cabinets, sometimes in separate library sections
and sometimes interspersed with the other objects.9
By the eighteenth century the cabinet of curiosities had seen its
heyday on the European continent and was no longer the preferred
environment for library collections. This increasingly archaic model
became important for Transylvania, however, due to its survival in two
locations that attracted the attention of Transylvanian collectors: Halle
(in Germany) and London. Halle’s university was one of the preferred
places of study in Germany for Protestant Hungarians and Saxons from
Transylvania during this period. At the Francke Foundations in Halle a
cabinet of curiosities has been preserved to the present day.10
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Figure 1. The Habsburg Monarchy in the mid-nineteenth century. Rutgers University Cartography.

The Oxford English Dictionary indicates that the first use of the word
“museum” in English (1603) referred (as in the Hellenic model) to a
place where scholars congregated. In 1656 John Tradescant (1608–62)
used the term as a synonym for a “collection of rarities” in a publication entitled Museum Tradescantianum. The OED notes a further use in
1683, a reference to “Mr. Ashmole’s Musæum at Oxford.” Tradescant’s
catalog lists objects in fourteen categories, including coins and other
man-made artifacts, many of them evidently acquired during travels in
the new and the old worlds; however, books were not among them.11
John Tradescant was a pioneer also in publishing his collection’s
catalog and providing it with a patriotic rationale. He stated in his prologue that friends prevailed upon him to publish the catalog because
“the enumeration of these Rarities, (being more for variety than any one
place in Europe could afford) would be an honour to our Nation.”12 By
its geographic and conceptual variety, the collection honored not just
one man but a political community.
The most influential modern exemplar of the library-in-museum was
the British Museum. It was founded by an Act of Parliament in 1753,
when Sir Hans Sloane and Sir Robert Cotton donated their books,
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manuscripts, and artifacts to form the initial collection. In 1757 King
George II donated the royal library, and two years later the collection
was open to those in the public who could acquire tickets for entry. Thus
from its earliest years the facility united in one location materials in many
formats. The original organization was tripartite: “printed books, maps,
globes and drawings,” “manuscripts, medals and coins,” and “natural
and artificial productions.” Parliament established the museum as a trust
of the nation, and the trustees intended it as a resource for resident
scholars and inquisitive persons from the general public.

Three Eighteenth-Century Precursors
of National Libraries in Transylvania
Three outstanding new libraries in Transylvania arose in the late eighteenth century as museums. Contemporaries were aware of the British
Museum, and models from ancient culture also had special resonance
in a society where proficiency in Greek and Latin was required of all
well-educated men. In fact, Latin remained the official language of the
Transylvanian authorities until 1844.
The Saxon count Samuel Brukenthal assembled a large collection
during government service in Vienna beginning in the 1750s, then in
Hermannstadt (Sibiu) after his appointment as governor of Transylvania
in 1777.13 It was rich in manuscripts and incunabula and in equally outstanding collections of coins, archaeological artifacts, paintings, prints,
jewels, weapons, and minerals. The Hungarian Roman Catholic bishop
Ignác Batthyány founded an institution in Gyulafehérvár (Alba Iulia) in
1798 that would become known as the Batthyaneum. The facility included
precious medieval manuscripts and 530 incunabula (two thirds of all the
incunabula that are preserved in Romania today); it also housed a mineral collection, an astronomical observatory, and the seat of a short-lived
learned society, Societas Assiduorum Litteraria. The library of the Hungarian count Sámuel Teleki in Marosvásárhély (Târgu Mureş), established
at roughly the same time, is known today as the Teleki-Bólyai Library. As
interesting for library historians as the collection of books and manuscripts
itself (Teleki was less assiduous than the others in pursuing other objects)
was the fact that he published a four-volume catalog between 1796 and
1819 to publicize his collection and invite people to use it.14
All three libraries were open to the educated public and quite international in the provenance of their collections and in the authors represented there. The core of Batthyány’s collection had been purchased
from Cardinal Migazzi, the archbishop of Vienna and bishop of Vácz,
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the most notable book being the Codex Aureus, a ninth-century gospel
compilation. Both churchmen collected theological works extensively,
not only Roman Catholic and Romanian Greek Catholic books but also
German and Hungarian Protestant ones. Count Teleki, who began collecting in Vienna during his tenure as court chancellor of Transylvania,
purchased materials in Central Europe over a course of many years,
spending his wealth for the publications of German, French, British,
Italian, and other printing houses, including even an early edition of
the American Declaration of Independence. Like the others, he was
eclectic in his tastes and purchased science and art books to support
his other collections. As a high government official, he was especially
astute in documenting the output of Transylvania’s own presses in Latin,
German, Hungarian, and Romanian.
The national pride invested in these three collections by later generations of Hungarians and Saxons could not obscure the fact that
they were, as Victor Neumann has put it, borrowing a phrase of Răzvan
Teodorescu, “cultural channels” that facilitated complex encounters
among geographically or culturally distant peoples and intellectual
schools. The collections, and their readers, were extremely varied.15
The Batthyaneum and Teleki libraries were rapidly superseded after
1859 by the Library of the Transylvanian Museum Society in the larger
town of Kolozsvár (Cluj) as the premier library of the Transylvanian
Hungarians. The Brukenthal Library would assume the national role
for the Saxons and continue to grow dynamically in the nineteenth
century. In building their collections Brukenthal, Teleki, and Batthyány
followed an enlightened ideal of learning and knowledge as keys to
progress. They did not yet clearly envision the national path this progress would take.

Transylvania in the Age of National Imagination
Transylvania became a part of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary
sometime between the ninth and twelfth centuries.16 The region gained
its name (Transilvania in Romanian, from Latin trans-, “beyond,” and
silva, “forest”) because, as seen from the central part of the kingdom,
it was situated on the other side of a wooded area. The province was a
royal outpost in the southeast, periodically threatened by armed incursions of Turkic peoples across the Carpathians. The Hungarian kings
settled the Saxons in southeastern Transylvania to help defend it. They
guaranteed the social privileges and political autonomy of the Saxon
townspeople, of the Szekler military class (a Turkic people that adopted
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the Hungarian language in the Middle Ages), and of the Hungarian
nobility in their respective regions as the three ruling “nations.” Romanians were present in large numbers in all regions but were excluded
from these privileges. These conditions survived the period of Ottoman
dominance in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as well as the
transition to Habsburg rule at the beginning of the eighteenth.
Historians of Eastern Europe often refer to the nineteenth century
as the age of national revival. In fact, patriots were creating nations of a
new kind, making political claims for all the speakers of a language. This
work required prodigious research and propaganda as well as political
activity. Philologists defined the national languages, historians traced
the origins and achievements of the ethnic nation, and writers and artists created a vision of the people alongside other nations of the world.
Before the new nations could be realized, they had to be imagined.17
The terms museum, library, and archive supplied a powerful metaphor
in the titles of four of the Hungarian, Romanian, and Saxon patriots’
most important early cultural periodicals: although their subject matter was not repositories per se, they were assembling a new canon of
knowledge.18 Such a formidable project prompted patriots to seek to
assemble, or at least use, actual collections. This is why the capabilities
and location of the collectors, and especially of the potential readers,
became important.19
Transylvanian Saxons numbered 219,342 in 1850, or 10.6 percent of
the population of the Grand Principality of Transylvania.20 Most were
descended from settlers brought in by the Hungarian kings in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries to develop and defend the southern boundary of the province. They founded most of the urban centers, building
Gothic churches and city buildings that give southern Transylvanian
towns their German appearance today, although the German population
has dwindled. Hermannstadt was the seat of the Saxons’ autonomous
district administration and its assembly, the Nationsuniversität, and had
a population of 18,588 (68.8 percent German, 16.4 percent Romanian,
7.3 percent Hungarian) in 1857.21 The Saxons had well-developed local self-government, schools, and a distinguished Lutheran clergy that
was educated in German universities.22 Their community life helped
the Saxons retain their separate consciousness and their identification with German culture despite being geographically distant from
the primary areas of German settlement in Europe. As one of the
three nations in the Transylvanian constitution, the Saxon patriciate
enjoyed municipal autonomy in its region and a substantial voice in
the provincial diet.
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Figure 2. Transylvania in the mid-nineteenth century. Rutgers University Cartography.

Hungarians were more numerous than the Saxons (585,342, or 28.2
percent of the population in 1850) and the politically dominant segment
of the population of Transylvania.23 They nurtured a strong sense of
identification with Hungary proper and with the goals of the Hungarian
national movement. The Hungarian population of Transylvania was less
urbanized than that of the Saxons, though it boasted significant towns,
including Marosvásárhély and Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca) (20,615 in 1857;
65 percent Hungarian, 18.4 percent Romanian, and 8.5 percent German),
the largest town in Transylvania, in the plain facing Hungary and developing rapidly.24 The Hungarian nobility derived most of its power and
wealth from land ownership. Hungarian reformers in Hungary proper
demanded the unification of Transylvania with Hungary; they achieved
it temporarily in 1848–49, then again in 1867. As a result, the Hungarian element was strengthened by an even stronger association with the
emerging national state to the west than was the case with the Saxons.
Romanians, devoid of any comparable privileges in the Transylvanian constitution, were the most numerous of the three nationalities
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(with 1.2 million, or 57.9 percent, in 1850) but primarily rural and less
educated than the others.25 The Orthodox and Greek Catholic churches
exercised considerable influence in the life of the Romanians. Their
episcopal sees in Hermannstadt and Blaj (Hungarian: Balázsfalva;
German: Blasendorf) were important Romanian cultural centers, but
Hermannstadt was still a Saxon town, and Blaj (below 2,000 population
at midcentury; 83.1 percent Romanian, 10 percent Hungarian, 2 percent
German) was small and isolated.26 Lacking wealth and concentrations
of potential readers comparable to the Saxons and Hungarians, the
Romanians faced a relative disadvantage in the competition to erect a
national library for the province.
The rival national trajectories of these peoples collided during the
revolution and Hungarian war for independence in 1848–49. A period
of Austrian absolutism that favored the Saxons and Romanians followed
the Hungarian defeat, then the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867
established the union of Transylvania with Hungary and an autonomous
Hungarian national state that supported Hungarian cultural institutions and tolerated but increasingly restricted those of the Saxons and
Romanians. Saxons and Romanians increasingly looked abroad for
their political and cultural models after the emergence of independent
Romania (1859–78) and the unification of Germany (1866–71).

The Brukenthal Museum
and the Society for Transylvanian Studies of the Saxons
Count Brukenthal (1721–1803) studied at the universities of Halle
and Jena. In Halle his most famous professor was an historian and book
collector from Transylvania named Martin Schmeizel, who had a special
fondness for the many Saxon students there. Schmeizel’s works included
two pioneer bibliographies for the study of the Habsburg lands and an
investigation of Transylvanian coins, books that themselves appear to be
among the earliest components of Brukenthal’s own library.27 A member of the Saxon office-holding class, Brukenthal was no nationalist in
the modern sense but proud of the Saxon nation, a category of society
defined by ancestry, political privilege, and culture. While he honored
tradition, he was also a man of the Enlightenment and a Freemason,
interested in all branches of knowledge and their dissemination through
public institutions.28 He also visited and admired the collections of the
new university library in Göttingen and the British Museum in London
during his years of study.
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Brukenthal began his collecting activity during his years in Vienna
from 1750 on, when he engaged scholars and artists to advise him.
Three years before he moved back to Transylvania as governor in 1777
his collection of paintings was already renowned as the second largest
private gallery in the imperial capital.29 Forced out of office by Emperor Joseph II in 1787, he devoted his remaining years and substantial
wealth to his homes and collections. In 1789 he helped establish in
Hermannstadt the first scholarly journal in Transylvania, the Siebenbürgische Quartalschrift, which appeared until 1801. Already in the count’s
lifetime his museum became a stopping point for genteel tourists who
reported their impressions of the collections.30 He stipulated in his will
that the books, paintings, prints, coins, guns, antiquities, and minerals
as well as the palace itself should remain an inalienable whole and be
administered as a public museum. He established an endowment whose
revenue was earmarked above all for the acquisition of books, then,
funds permitting, to retain a librarian and other staff, and (in much
smaller measure) to expand the rest of the collection. Due to the instability of the Austrian currency the opening of the museum was delayed
until 1817, fourteen years after Brukenthal’s death.31
Brukenthal’s motto was Fidem genusque servabo, “I will serve [my] faith
and people.” The choice of genus (with its intimation of ancestry or
race) rather than the Latin natio seems to signify more than just family.
The Lutheran pastor of Hermannstadt, Johann Filtsch, intimated an
even broader meaning when he spoke at the opening of the Brukenthal
Museum in 1817. He greeted the new institution as the “Saxon national
museum” and suggested that, by opening the magnificent collections
and palace to the public and hopefully attracting new donations from
other patriots, the late count was raising the dignity of the Saxons by
analogy to the Britons and the Hungarians with their national museums.32 It appears contemporaries regarded a national collection as one
that was diverse and large, but later that term would mean one that was
Transylvanian and finally Saxon in its content.
The Brukenthal Museum was consulted by a number of Saxon scholars
investigating the past and present condition of Transylvania in the tradition of Landeskunde, or regional science. This scholarly preoccupation of
the German Enlightenment involved fields of inquiry such as statistics,
topography, and the physical environment.33 In Transylvania, however,
Landeskunde was associated with the provincial tradition of historical and
legal scholarship in defense of national rights. Inspired by the scholarly
achievements and patriotic efforts of Germans and Hungarians in the same
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era, the Saxons received official support when they proposed a Verein für
siebenbürgische Landeskunde (Society for Transylvanian Studies) in 1840.
The invitation to the organizational meeting was addressed to “all
friends of Transylvanian studies of every nation and estate.” Sponsors
emphasized the purpose of cooperating to fill in blank spots in the history of the province. The society held its annual assembly in a different
Transylvanian Saxon town each year. Hungarians like József Kemény and
Sámuel Brassai and Romanians like George Bariţiu attended some of
these assemblies, and Transylvanians of all nationalities were invited to
contribute to the work of the society. One Saxon argued that denying access to the others would undermine the Saxons’ own ability to do research
because many archives were under Hungarian control.34 Despite the
society’s inclusive rhetoric, it was clearly a Saxon endeavor; all ninety-seven
charter members were Saxons or resident Germans.35 Its publications
were all in German, most of its honorary members were Austrians and
Germans, and its major publishing projects were a Transylvanian Saxon
dictionary and a collection of sources on Saxon history.36 The society’s
annual assemblies favored general Saxon identity over local particularism
and became popular celebrations of Saxon learned culture.37
The society never sought to affiliate itself with the Brukenthal Museum. It lacked a permanent seat, and through its rotating annual meetings it recognized the plurality of Saxon cultural centers. Not only the
Brukenthal Library but also Lutheran high schools in the major towns,
various church districts, and some elementary schools boasted significant
collections of older books and manuscripts and an annual budget for
acquisitions. The Society for Transylvanian Studies donated its publications to many of the high school libraries as well as to the Brukenthal
Library. Saxon towns also had reading societies and even village schools
with their own libraries of popular literature and textbooks.38
The anonymous author of a newspaper article in 1879 expressed
pride in the wealth and variety of Saxon library collections, contrasting
the situation to complaints in the Hungarian press about the state of
Hungarian libraries. But he also insisted on the need for more public
information about the holdings of the Brukenthal Library.39 The guide
to the library within the overview of the museum by its director, Michael
Csaki (1858–1928), was a response to this criticism, appearing first in
the same newspaper in 1894–95. Csaki excused the delay in publishing a catalog, rather defensively, by referring to the considerable labor
involved and his lack of assistants.40
Csaki’s guide reveals much about contemporary perceptions of the
library. He responded not only to the demand that public information
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about the library holdings be made available but also to those who
omplained that he was giving more attention to the art collection than
to the library. Brukenthal designated the bulk of regular expenditures
for library staff and acquisitions, Csaki wrote, so it was understandable
that the library “became the center and by far most important part of the
museum.” Given the relatively high cost of outstanding paintings, this
was also a more effective use of available funds.41 Yet we know that Csaki
was the first art historian to direct the museum, and he dedicated more
attention to the art gallery than to the library during his directorship.
He participated in the identification of its holdings of Flemish masters,
he published well-researched updates to the gallery catalog in 1901 and
1909, and he presented the collection in other publications as well.42
Much of Csaki’s guide to the library is a description of what the visitor
would see when walking from one room to the next, with fascinating
details about the appearance and historical significance of individual
works as well as their arrangement and display. The library was open
twenty hours per week, he wrote, twice as many hours as the art gallery,
and books could be borrowed for as long as three months. The greatest part of the text reads like a tour guide’s script, noting picturesque
and colorful items and apologizing for the physical layout of the books
due to the shortage of space and the placement in their own rooms of
separately acquired collections.
The classic work of Transylvanian Saxon Landeskunde in the nineteenth century, published in 1857, identified the Brukenthal Museum
as the outstanding research collection in the province, proudly noting
its renowned paintings, coins, and minerals but revealing that its library
collection was at this time (still) smaller than that of the Teleki Library.43
The Brukenthal Library’s acquisition of new imprints and major, older
collections of other Saxon institutions in Hermannstadt reversed this
ranking in subsequent decades. Thanks to an acquisitions budget that
was generous for its time and to the additions of these new collections,
the Brukenthal Library holdings reached one hundred thousand
volumes, compared to fifteen thousand in 1817. There were four inhouse catalogs in the form of cards and ledgers.44 Csaki’s guide notes
the medieval manuscripts, incunabula, and scarce Transilvanica, yet it
also documents extensive holdings of eighteenth-century publications
outside Transylvania and a strong representation of nineteenth-century
Hungarian and German books, including the protocols of the Hungarian Diet and the works of the Prussian general Helmuth von Moltke
and his staff. The publications of the Society for Transylvanian Studies
and foreign society publications acquired in exchange for those of the
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society, collections assembled by other institutions and acquired by it
later, and the well-funded selection and acquisition of new publications
made the Brukenthal Library both the largest library of the Transylvanian Saxons and the most complete collection of their publications.
The art gallery, on the other hand, grew very little. As Csaki’s colleagues
put it, the gallery constituted “the real national museum” because it was
primarily the product of Baron Brukenthal’s own collecting activity, but
its national role also dictated that it ought to incorporate more recent
Transylvanian and Saxon art.45 The library was in the museum but was
now seen as a distinct institution.
In 1876 the Hungarian government eliminated the administrative
autonomy of the Saxon district, and in the same year that district’s
archives, with the records of the Nationsuniversität, became a public
research institution. After the opening of the archives, for the next few
decades Saxons could boast, alongside the Brukenthal Library with
its medieval manuscripts and collections of personal papers, the only
publicly accessible archives in Transylvania.46

The Transylvanian Museum Society and the Hungarians
The effort to establish a national museum and library of the
Transylvanian Hungarians had its roots within that province but was
spurred to its completion by the establishment of the Hungarian National Museum in Pest as well as the Society for Transylvanian Studies.
Brukenthal’s Hungarian successor as governor of Transylvania, Count
György Bánffy, approved a proposal from the provincial diet to create
a society to cultivate the Hungarian language, including a provincial
museum, in 1793.47 The society held its first meeting in Marosvásárhély
and received donations for a modest collection of manuscripts and
books but by 1810 had ceased its activity due to flagging interest and
obstruction from later governors. The journal Erdélyi Múzeum (Transylvanian Museum, 1814–18) was also short-lived but attracted scholarly
contributors and readership. In 1829 the reformist politician Sándor
Bölöni Farkas (1795–1842) made a new proposal for a provincial museum.48 Thus a series of Transylvanian Hungarian politicians and literary
figures supported the plans for a museum and society during the Age of
Reform in the years before the 1848 revolution. “Museum” and “learned
society” came to be closely associated in the rhetoric of the Hungarian
reformers.49
Outside Transylvania a Hungarian Museum was established in Pest
by Count Ferenc Széchényi (1754–1820). A supporter of the initiatives
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of enlightened absolutism in various official posts, he resigned from
government service in 1786 and, like Brukenthal a year later, dedicated
himself full-time to his collections. Traveling abroad, he gave special
attention to the major libraries he visited, especially those of the British
Museum and the University of Göttingen. He hired a librarian to organize his book collection and prepare a catalog, whose first two volumes
in 1799 were followed by five supplementary and index volumes and a
three-volume manuscript catalog by 1815.50 In 1802 the king approved
Széchényi’s proposal to establish a Hungarian national library through
the donation of his thirteen thousand books and more than twelve
hundred manuscripts and documents. It opened its doors in 1803, and
its status was recognized by a royal decree as the Bibliotheca Hungarica
Szécsényiano-Regnicolaris.51 An act of the diet in 1807 made it a component
of a new Magyar Nemzeti Múzeum (Hungarian National Museum). An
endowment was established for the institution’s support, and donations
in kind began to flow in. The National Library moved with the museum
into an impressive neoclassical edifice in Pest in 1846–47.52 The library
remained an integral part of the museum until 1949.
The Hungarians, like the Saxons, established a learned society.
The son of the National Museum’s founder, Count István Széchényi,
inspired the diet to establish the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in
1825 by pledging one year’s revenue from his estates for its support.
In the following year the academy established its own library, which
also exists today in Budapest.53
In 1841 the Transylvanian Hungarian historian and collector Count
József Kemény (1795–1855) pledged his 15,439-volume collection of
books and 1,083 manuscripts as the foundation of a Transylvanian museum and society. Kemény was a member of the Saxons’ learned society
and enjoyed prestige among them as the editor of an important collection of German historical documents.54 While his proposal aroused
great enthusiasm among the Hungarian members of the Transylvanian
Diet, the Saxons opposed it because the proposal called for substantial
financial support from the state and because the society and museum
would be based in the Hungarian Kolozsvár rather than in Hermannstadt
or even in Marosvásárhély, which at least was closer to the Saxon population centers. Marosvásárhély had been an early Hungarian favorite for
the seat of the museum because of the support of Hungarian enthusiasts
on the Hungarian provincial court there. Kolozsvár, on the other hand,
offered the largest concentration of educated Hungarians as the seat
of several Hungarian high schools with venerable but small libraries
and two Protestant bishoprics.55 In the face of strong opposition by the
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Saxons and after a virulent public debate lasting two years, the diet
abandoned the proposal in 1843.
The death of Kemény in 1855 bestirred the Hungarians to mobilize in favor of the museum society, this time without demanding any
government support, lest Kemény’s bequest be lost to Hermannstadt
or even to the Hungarian National Museum. The Saxon legal scholar
Schuler von Libloy joined those arguing for Marosvásárhély, claiming
it would be unfortunate to increase the already troubling dispersion
of Transylvanian collections by creating a rival to the renowned Teleki
Library.56 Donations of property helped turn the tide, however; founding
president Count Imre Mikó (1805–76) donated his villa in Kolozsvár as
the seat of the new society and museum, and its library collections were
housed for a time in the city residence of another benefactor, Count
Sándor Bethlen.
The official permission for and founding act of the Erdélyi MúzeumEgylet, later the Egyesület (Transylvanian Museum Society), took place
in November 1859. József Eötvös (1813–71), vice president of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, argued in an 1860 address before a Saxon
audience that the Transylvanian Museum Society and the Saxons’ Society
for Transylvanian Studies were pursuing the same goal. He compared
scholarly activity to the climbing of a mountain, at the peak of which nations would meet and join hands.57 The image was attractive, but in order
to defuse Austrian and Saxon suspicions of the Hungarians it understated
the degree to which scholars, like other contemporaries, were seeking
to establish ethnically separate institutions. According to the protocol
of the society’s first meeting, the 383 attendees voted unanimously by
secret ballot that the language of the society would be Hungarian.58
The founders of the society enacted detailed regulations for the
operation of the library. They stipulated the maintenance of ten different catalogs, the terms of in-house use and borrowing, preservation,
acquisitions, and general administration.59 The scientist and editor of the
society’s yearbook, Sámuel Brassai (1800?–97), became the first director of the museum proper (realia collections), now installed in Mikó’s
villa; the first librarian of the society was Károly Szabó (1824–90). Not
content to catalog the library’s own collections, Szabó also set to work
on a pioneering union catalog of early Hungarian imprints in libraries
throughout the Hungarian lands.60 He began with the cataloging of the
library but then branched out to institutional and private libraries in
Kolozsvár, Transylvania, and Hungary proper. He assembled his catalog
by traveling around the country with a growing pack of note cards, visiting libraries. Not incidentally, through the contacts he made he also
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increased the donation of collections. The first, Transylvanian portion of
the catalog appeared in the yearbook of the society from 1868 to 1872,
but the longer version under the aegis of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences in three volumes was published from 1879 to 1898.61
Like Schuler von Libloy, Szabó was troubled by the dispersal of collections. He asserted in the foreword to the longer work that a mere
bibliographical listing would be of little use to those wishing to study
the works unless library locations were also given.62 He made use of
earlier catalogs like those of Teleki and Széchényi but sought to correct their mistakes and gaps by holding the books in his hands when
ever possible. His concept of a collective catalog, with locations of holdings, prefigures today’s practice of complementing local collections
with a union catalog of library holdings. While writers had proposed
union catalogs as early as the fifteenth century and made attempts
before Szabó, this Hungarian publication may have been the first one
actually created.63
The founding of the Transylvanian Museum Society was followed
soon afterward by that of the first Transylvanian university in the modern age. The society and the Kolozsvár law academy provided the twin
institutional bases for the new Hungarian university founded in 1872.
In trying to decide whether to establish Hungary’s second university
in Kolozsvár or in Pozsony (Bratislava, in today’s Slovakia), the Hungarian parliament chose the former when the society offered the new
university the use of its collections. Society members formed the core
of the teaching faculty, and they and students were assured access to the
society’s collections through an operating agreement concluded in 1872
and renewed in 1894. The society ceded the former gardens of Count
Mikó for the construction of the university clinic and laboratories and
received an annual fee of 5,000 fl. for the use of the collections. Károly
Szabó became university as well as society librarian. The museum society
selected the director and for many years paid his salary as well.64
At its founding the new, composite library had holdings of more than
thirty-one thousand volumes. In 1885 the university library gained the
status of a national depository library, meaning that along with others
in the Hungarian Kingdom it was supposed to receive free copies of
everything published along with an obligation to catalog them and make
them available for use. (In fact, publishers’ compliance with the law
was inconsistent.) In 1895 the library moved into a more pleasant but
already congested location in the university building and completed its
first subject catalog. During the 1894–95 academic year 5,988 readers
visited the facility, or an average of 26 per day, borrowing 1,107 books
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Figure 3. The legend on this pre–World War I postcard highlights the composite
character of the Hungarian provincial city’s new library landmark: “University
and Museum library, Kolozsvár. Built 1906–1909, designed by Fl. Korb and K.
Giergl, architects” (undated). National Széchényi Library, Budapest: Small Imprints
Department, Postcard Collection, with permission.

and using 1,812 on location. Clearly, the library was serving a large user
base, and it is evident the collections were being used more than those
in the Brukenthal Museum.65 The art gallery, antiquities, mineralogical, and zoological collections continued to grow but in even closer
connection to the university than that of the library. The individual
components associated with academic departments and became their
study collections, and the department heads were designated as heads
of the collections.66
The library collections of the university and the museum society were
managed separately under a single director, with the former strongest in
current imprints, dissertations, and curricular materials and the latter
possessing the bulk of the rare books and manuscripts. The museum
society collections were housed in display cabinets such as those used
in contemporary museums. The two halves also had separate budgets;
there was a combined collection of between two and three hundred
thousand volumes by 1900. Each half also had several separate ledger
and card catalogs, and the university library published a four-volume
subject catalog in book form between 1892 and 1898. The books and
manuscripts moved in 1909 into today’s impressive and still functional
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library, with 252 seats for readers (a manifold increase), efficient and
secure stacks constructed of iron and reinforced concrete, and separate
reading rooms for general collections, periodicals, manuscripts, maps,
rare books, and archives. Director Pál Erdélyi (1864–1936) and Deputy
Director Farkas Gyalui (1866–1952) played key roles in planning the
new facility, and Gyalui was also the holder of the first professorship
in library science (1901) at a Hungarian university. The move into the
new building cemented the new preeminence of use rather than display
and preservation as the institution’s raison d’être.67
Even more than their colleagues in the Brukenthal Library, Szabó
and his successors were faced with the challenge of preserving and
providing access to manuscripts and administrative records. Kemény’s
original bequest included medieval documents and family archives, and
the new museum attracted even more of these from other collectors. The
librarians resolved at first to catalog the records in the same way as the
manuscripts but, fortunately, abandoned this attempt as well as the idea
of alienating records from their administrative context. In many cases
this context was already gone, because the accessions were sometimes
artificial genealogical or thematic collections assembled by aristocratic
collectors. After the turn of the century the recognition of organizational
records’ special character and the principle of archival provenance led
to the creation within the library of a separate archival department in
which the administrative and family archives were placed. This provided
a suitable framework, in the words of library director Pál Erdélyi in 1904,
to “develop a national archives of Transylvania” that was a “depository
of the history of the nobility and of the Hungarians of Transylvania.”68
The Szeklers, that Hungarian-speaking “nation” living in the eastern
part of Transylvania, also established their own national museum before
1918. The first donor of books, manuscripts, and artifacts stipulated that
the collection should carry the name Székely Nemzeti Múzeum (Szekler
National Museum), and it found a home in a building donated by a
school in Sepsiszentgyörgy (Sfântu Gheorghe) in 1879. By 1913, when
the collection moved into its present landmark building designed by
the folk revival architect Károly Kós, it constituted a truly significant
repository of books, local administrative records, family papers, and the
output of archaeological digs organized by the museum.69

Astra and the Romanian Collections
The Romanians, the numerically dominant ethnic group in Transylvania, lacked the landed aristocracy and urban elites able to support
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many ecclesiastical schools, libraries, and private collections. The Romanians’ more modest level of education meant that the number of
readers was modest as well, especially in the Romanian language. The
literacy of the Transylvanian population varied with social origin, class,
and nationality. The Hungarian census of 1881 reported that 62.3 percent of the Germans, 31.4 percent of the Hungarians, and 8.8 percent
of the Romanians in Transylvania could read and write.70 Many of the
best-educated Romanians studied in the Saxon and Hungarian schools
and became readers of German and Hungarian publications.71
Secular publishing supplanted religious publishing relatively late
among the Romanians, whose political leaders and intelligentsia were
primarily clerics well into the nineteenth century.72 The unrivaled cultural center of the Transylvanian Romanians at the beginning of the
nineteenth century was Blaj, a town in central Transylvania that was the
seat of the Greek Catholic bishopric, school with accompanying library,
and printing house, which benefited from the support of the Catholic
Habsburg rulers. Several historical and philological scholars from Blaj,
who formulated the core ideas of modern Romanian nationalism, came
to be known collectively as the Transylvanian School.73 The library in
Blaj, founded in 1747, is considered to have been “the first Romanian
library of national significance.”74 The catalogs of the library that have
survived in manuscript form indicate it had a representative collection
of Latin, German, French, Hungarian, and Romanian scholarship.75
Certainly, the contemporary collections of Teleki, Batthyány, and
Brukenthal dwarfed those of Blaj in size and value, but the library in
Blaj provided an important resource for the more than 350 Romanian
leaders of the period up to 1848 who are known to have studied in
Blaj.76 The diocesan printing house in Blaj published the first fruits of
the Transylvanian School, though it declined in significance later.
The importance of Blaj should not be overstated. It was a small town;
half the Romanians in Transylvania were Orthodox rather than Greek
Catholic and gravitated to their diocesan seat in Hermannstadt; and
after 1800 the university printing house in Buda became the leading
producer of Romanian books. Remarkably, more Romanian titles were
published in Buda than in any other town between 1801 and 1830, with
Hermannstadt and Bucharest a distant second and third. These towns
and others published roughly equal numbers of religious works; Buda
achieved its margin with textbooks, history, periodicals, and belles
lettres. The printing house was a magnet for Romanian scholars seeking to evade ecclesiastic control, while for state officials the interest in
promoting secular Romanian culture paired with a desire to increase
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exports to the Danubian Principalities for the sake of the revenue they
provided.77
The greatest Transylvanian Romanian library was a private one. Timotei
Cipariu (1805–87) was a linguist, journalist, and Greek Catholic canon in
Blaj who regularly ordered scholarly books from foreign dealers throughout a scholarly career spanning most of the century. At the time of his
death his collection contained an estimated six to seven thousand volumes.
He acquired old and new material to support his far-ranging philological research, including two hundred classical and Oriental manuscripts
and books in Latin, Arabic, and modern European languages as well as
Romanian. It appears that he envisioned eventually placing his collection at the disposal of the nation.78
Sadly, much of the collection of the school and diocesan libraries in
Blaj, Cipariu’s personal library, and the relatively new Orthodox diocesan library in Hermannstadt were destroyed during the disorders of
the Hungarian revolution of 1848–49.79 Cipariu and the others began
a steady rebuilding effort under the postrevolutionary Austrian regime.
Encouraged by the foundation of the Transylvanian Museum Society
in 1859, the Romanians renewed their efforts to found their own society. There were Romanian precedents, relatively weak and episodic,
for the establishment of learned societies and public libraries.80 Some
Romanians organized reading circles and societies with small circulating libraries and periodical reading rooms. These arose at the diocesan
seats and church-based centers of Romanian secondary education and
among Romanian merchants in south Transylvanian towns.81
In 1860 the Romanian historian and politician Ioan Puşcariu proposed
the establishment of a Romanian literary and cultural organization that
would hold annual meetings in towns where Romanians lived and “should
establish a Romanian library, a Romanian museum, etc.”82 Astra, or
Asociaţiunea transilvană pentru literatura română şi cultura poporului român
(Transylvanian Association for Romanian Literature and the Culture
of the Romanian People), founded in 1861, combined elements of the
Romanian reading societies as well as Saxon and Hungarian practices.
Like the Transylvanian Museum Society, Astra provided in its statutes
for a society librarian, although it did not stipulate the establishment of
either a library or a museum. Like the Society for Transylvanian Studies,
the new society followed Puşcariu’s proposal to hold annual meetings in
various cities, and it emphasized outreach to the population. Unlike the
other two societies, Astra included territorially defined departments for
which it would eventually seek to establish public libraries stocked with
Astra publications and other approved Romanian literature.
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Because of the rivalry between the Greek Catholic and Orthodox
bishops, Astra’s statutes explicitly excluded religious questions from
the society’s activity and stipulated religious neutrality in the selection
of leaders. Despite joint patronage by the two Romanian churches, the
wealthiest segments of Romanian society, Astra was far more modestly
funded than the Saxon and Hungarian societies. The Astra assembly of
1862 established an annual allocation of 100 fl. for library acquisitions,
yet in many years not even this amount was allocated. The Orthodox
bishop, Andrei Şaguna, became the first president of Astra, but Greek
Catholic churchmen were also prominent in the leadership. In recognition of Cipariu’s scholarship and bibliographic expertise the society
appointed him chair of a committee charged with directing the development of the library’s collection.83
Cipariu hoped for robust support by Astra and by Transylvanian
Romanians for a library that would build a comprehensive collection
of old Romanian books, and he was among the Romanians who made
modest donations to the library from time to time. He was disappointed
in the response to his proposals for the Astra library in July 1862. In
November of the same year he wrote a friend in Bucharest offering to
sell his personal collection to a planned Romanian National Library
south of the Carpathians, suggesting he might otherwise sell it to a German or an Englishman. He did not do this, but he does not appear to
have considered presenting his collection to Astra either. Perhaps as a
Greek Catholic canon he had trouble envisioning his collection in close
proximity to the seat of the Orthodox bishop, but his letter to Bucharest
suggests he doubted there was any suitable readership among Transylvanian Romanians for his esoteric treasures. Eventually, he bequeathed
the library to the archdiocese in Blaj on condition that a suitable facility
be established for it—a condition that was not fulfilled until 1916.84
The Astra library occupied shelves in the society’s modest offices in
Hermannstadt, only blocks away from the Brukenthal Museum. Regular
donations by the Austrian Academy of Sciences and two Saxon booksellers were so substantial a part of early donations that until 1868, when
the first donations from the Romanian Ministry of Culture in Bucharest
arrived, most of the approximately one thousand volumes in the collection were in German.85
Publication of holdings information in the Romanian press increased
interest in the collection and attracted more substantial Romanian donations. The Astra assembly directed the librarian to publish catalogs, and
two appeared in book form in 1882 and 1895. The 1895 catalog listed
3,214 titles and 4,645 volumes in 13 subject categories and published
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library regulations that had been enacted by the association. The library
was to be open at least two days a week, and books could be borrowed
for up to three months, but only after the payment of a deposit for the
cost of the book.86
The publication of this catalog occurred during a surge in the activity
of the Romanian National Party and of Romanian society in Transylvania.
The party appealed to international public opinion in 1894 for support
of its grievances against the Hungarian government. In 1905 Astra published an excellent three-volume Romanian encyclopedia, earlier than
the publication of such an encyclopedia in Romania itself.87 The editor,
Constantin Diaconovici, asserted at the Astra meeting in 1897 that the
library urgently needed room for expansion so that it could become
“the great public, national library.”88 The palatial new seat of Astra in
Hermannstadt, popularly called the national house (casa naţională) was
dedicated in 1905. A second celebration a year later, the consecration of
the impressive new Orthodox cathedral nearby, reinforced the sense of
a growing Romanian presence within the walls of the old Saxon town.
In the early 1900s Astra finally realized the long-neglected project to
establish a national museum, and it undertook a new project that would
be its most characteristic innovation: the promotion of local public
libraries. Beginning with Blaj in 1850, various Transylvanian Romanian
schools had established small museums for pedagogical purposes.
The Astra meeting of 1868 proposed a museum for the organization,
and a call was published in 1871 for the establishment of a national
museum. Donations to the association apparently included objects as
well as books almost from the beginning, and at least one newspaper
article referred to “the association’s museum,” although it had not been
formally constituted. After an exposition of Romanian agriculture and
crafts in Hermannstadt in 1881, many Romanians regretted the subsequent dispersal of the objects. In 1897 Astra modified its statutes to
add “the establishment of museums and other collections” to its basic
mission of promoting Romanian literature and culture. The Historical
and Ethnographic Museum was formally established in 1905 and given
a prominent place both inside and outside the national house, with the
words “Museum of the Association” on its façade.89 A professor of Romanian at the Hungarian university in Kolozsvár who surveyed the state of
Transylvanian Romanian culture in 1913 referred to the museum as one
of Astra’s greatest achievements, not even mentioning the library.90
The program to establish local public libraries under the auspices
of Astra was one facet of a new populist direction in the policies of the
Romanian National Party and of Astra. The new generation of Romanian
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leaders was not content to continue to rely on the weak Romanian urban elites and poor prospects within the Hungarian political system but
sought instead to enlist the rural population in the national cause. The
new statutes of Astra in 1897 not only placed expanded emphasis on
museum and library collections but also called for the extension of this
activity to the countryside, supported by the publication of inexpensive
editions of popular books.91 Two new series of seventy titles published
between 1900 and 1914, the Biblioteca poporală (Popular Library), were
distributed for free or at a reduced price to help populate the new
local libraries.92 Local priests and teachers often wrote Astra’s central
committee directly to request the free publications for their libraries,
which were supplied on condition that the requesters also establish local
agencies of Astra that would support other activities such as museums,
expositions, and visits by speakers.93 Astra’s central library appears to
have had little role in the popular library campaign, and the 594 such
libraries recorded in 1913 were all under the authority of the district and
agency committees. Astra even established mobile libraries that moved
from one community to the next at discrete intervals. The Hungarian
government regarded these practices with suspicion but also recommended their emulation in Hungarian communities.94
When it moved into the national house in 1905 the central library was
still quite modest in size compared to those of the Brukenthal Museum
and the university and museum society in Kolozsvár, with only 6,109
volumes. The new space and new élan of Astra permitted relatively rapid
growth in subsequent years. In 1910–11 the system employed by the
Romanian Academy was introduced, with the organization of the collection in twenty subjects, book stacks separated from the reading room,
separate departments for manuscripts and periodicals, a card catalog,
and hours open to the public increased to two a day. The collection had
expanded to 22,158 volumes by 1918. However, Transylvanian Romanian
society was still primarily rural and of modest means. Thus the number
of potential local users and the sources of support for the central library
were still far smaller than those for the Brukenthal Library and the composite museum and university library in Kolozsvár. The development
of collections was never central to the mission of Astra as it was to the
Transylvanian Museum Society and the Brukenthal Museum.95

Libraries, Museums, and Archives in Romania after 1918
The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and with it Greater Hungary, which
included Transylvania, dissolved at the end of World War I. Capitalizing on
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the sudden turn of events, the Romanian army advanced into Transylvania.
Unification with Romania was acclaimed by the Romanian majority of
the province. The administrative position of the three libraries did not
change during the first decades of Romanian rule. The parallel existence but unitary administration of the Transylvanian Museum Society
and university collections at the University of Cluj Kolozsvár continued.
Most of the Hungarian librarians served out their careers there, but with
the general expansion and Romanian reorientation of services, many
Romanians joined the staff. In 1923 the university library also gained
depository status in Romania to replace the similar status it had enjoyed
in Hungary, leading to a rapid increase in Romanian collections in what
was by 1935 “the largest and richest library in Romania.”96 Hungarians
resented the establishment of Romanian control and the increasing
integration of the museum and university library collections, which
they had seen as mutually beneficial as long as the university was under
Hungarian control. Polemics, lawsuits, and sporadic serious negotiations
between the Hungarians and Romanians persisted for decades.97
During the interwar period Astra enjoyed enormous prestige as the
cultural vanguard of the successful movement for Romanian national
unification. Its library gained depository status, and its holdings grew
rapidly. The Brukenthal Library saw the least change of all, growing
more modestly but continuing as it had under Hungarian rule to serve
as the principal library of the German-speaking minority. The art gallery of the Brukenthal Museum directed its attention increasingly to
the collection of Romanian paintings.
The authorities’ interest in the archives of the Hungarian and German
minorities substantially increased under Romanian rule. The archival section of the museum library in Kolozsvár, now associated with a Romanian
university library under a Romanian director, was still led by a Hungarian
department head, but it continued the process of adopting international
archival theory and practice that it had begun earlier. The provisional
Romanian administration established a Romanian state archives for Transylvania in the rapidly Romanianizing Kolozsvár (Cluj) in 1920. This new
repository became a component of the state archives system headquartered
in Bucharest. A rival repository now existed for the family and administrative records collected by the museum archives: the new archives branch
acquired more than three thousand linear meters of such material in the
course of the next two decades.98 The longtime director of the Saxon
archives in Hermannstadt, Georg Eduard Müller (1866–1944), was on
good terms with Romanian historians, becoming simultaneously director
of a new local branch of the prestigious Institute for Southeast European
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Studies in Bucharest. His political connections eased the way when his
repository assumed the title of Saxon National Archives in 1926.99
The turmoil of the Second World War brought dizzying administrative changes for Transylvania’s cultural institutions. The Second
Vienna Arbitration of September 1940 ceded northern Transylvania to
Hungary. The Romanian leadership and faculty of the university and
archives in Cluj abandoned the city before the Hungarian occupation,
taking the materials acquired since 1920 with them but leaving the older
collections in place; for three years the city was again under Hungarian
administration, and the university became Hungarian once again. The
Romanian University of Cluj transferred to Hermannstadt (Sibiu) and
established the transferred portion of the library collections as a new
library.100 Profiting from association with the German allies, in 1944 the
Brukenthal Museum took over the museum collection of Astra. Surprisingly, despite the political upheavals and the passage of the war front
across Transylvania in 1944, the only catastrophic loss to collections was
the decimation of the holdings of the Szekler National Archives in the
explosion of an ammunition dump after being moved for safekeeping
to Hungary in September 1944.101
During the initial phase of the postwar period the borders and cultural institutions of Transylvania were restored to their prewar status.
The establishment of Communist rule after 1947 brought more drastic
changes, however. The new rulers had little tolerance for autonomous
cultural institutions, forcing the self-dissolution of the Society for Transylvanian Studies, the Greek Catholic Church, Astra, and the Transylvanian Museum Society in 1948–50, and the museum society formally
renounced its claim to its collections. The administrative records of
these organizations and many of those of the Brukenthal Museum and
the rich holdings of the Saxon National Archives and Museum Archives
were transferred to the state archives. The latter came under the authority of the Ministry of Interior in 1951 and the organs of state security
known as the Securitate. The realia collections in Cluj were separated
from the university and transferred to new museums of ethnography,
art, and history. The archival laws of 1957 and 1974 provided for broad
definitions of the types of documentation that should come under
state control. The totalitarian purpose was clear, even if theorists in the
Soviet bloc chose to argue, in a critique of bourgeois archival theory,
that social purpose rather than provenance and format was the decisive
determinant in the proper disposition of records.102
The Astra library has continued in existence, now as a component
of the national network of county libraries. The Astra museum is an
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independent institution, consisting of six component parts known collectively as the Astra National Museum Complex. Relatively speaking, the
Brukenthal Library has changed the least. It remains a library-in-museum,
with the historical museum and art gallery having a more prominent public profile and international reputation than the library. Many paintings
of the Brukenthal gallery were lost in the war or as a result of administrative measures of the Communist authorities, but Brukenthal’s European
masters still constitute the core of the collection.103 The entire ensemble
bears the title of Brukenthal National Museum. The mass emigration of
Transylvanian Saxons in recent decades, compounding the assumption
of management by Romanian officials, has eliminated any residual ambition of the Brukenthal Library to function as a Saxon “national” library.
That role has been assumed on a relatively modest scale by an institution
in Germany.104
In 1990 the Transylvanian Museum Society was resurrected in Cluj
as an independent organization with its own publications and modest
collections. The expropriations of the Communist era have not been
reversed, but the Law on National Archives of 1996, democratization,
and the process of accession to the European Union have eased ethnic
relations and access to collections despite the serious professional and
financial challenges facing Romanian libraries today.105 There is a sort
of division of labor between the Brukenthal and Astra libraries, with
the former understood to possess the outstanding collection of older
Saxon and Transylvanian publications, while Astra is pursuing Cipariu’s
aspiration of collecting and studying older Romanian books.106

Conclusion: Representation, Scholarship,
and Professionalization in the Evolution of Collections
The changes undergone by the museums, libraries, and archives
examined in this study offer insights into the role of collections in
modern European history. The juxtaposition well into the modern era
of materials that modern professionals tend to separate may puzzle
us at first. Early modern collectors assembled artifacts, manuscripts,
and books in cabinets of curiosities and museums in emulation of the
classical model, but especially because the new scholarly model valued
material evidence and observation. By the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries the professionalization of libraries, museums, and archives
had begun to inspire the separation of these institutions’ methodologies
and collections. Enthusiasts for the national idea in Eastern Europe and
especially in Transylvania bucked this trend for some time. The national
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in their proposed national museums, libraries, and archives projected
the goal of assembling in one place the evidence needed to facilitate
the expression of the modern Saxon, Hungarian, and Romanian nations
they were constructing.
It is instructive to consider the ways in which the guardians of collections presented them to contemporaries and how travelers described
them. The published catalogs and visitors’ descriptions of the cabinets
of curiosities emphasized the variety of the contents and expended more
or less effort on establishing the connections among these contents.
By the modern period we encounter this close juxtaposition more rarely.
Catalogs of the libraries of Teleki and Széchényi published at the beginning of the nineteenth century strove for comprehensive coverage
only of the books, and the catalogs were valued as scholarly tools by
their contemporaries. Lists of the Transylvanian libraries’ holdings in
newspapers and their published book catalogs, in-house ledgers, and
finally card catalogs were designed with ordinary library users as well
as scholars in mind.
But museums and even library collections continued well into the
nineteenth century to function also as spectacles or, to use a more modern term, tourist attractions. Travelers demanded to see the collections,
and much of the staff’s time in museums and libraries was taken up with
showing the visitors around.107 Travelers’ accounts mention remarkable
paintings, artifacts, books, and manuscripts presented to them in these
seemingly mandatory visits. The most famous Romanian traveler to
Central Europe in the nineteenth century, Dinicu Golescu, impressed
his readers with the collections in Pest, Munich, and the towns of Italy.
His recollection of the Hungarian National Museum around 1825 noted
“many rooms full of books, in the Hungarian, Latin, German, medieval
Latin, and French languages. In a large room various coins, from olden
times to today[,] . . . Turkish weapons, quite varied and very different
from those of today.”108 Travelers moving from west to east, like the
Englishman John Paget, also made sure to visit the famous collections.
Of his visit to Marosvásárhély in 1840, he wrote “The great pride of the
town is the fine library of the Telekis,” praising its orderliness and noting
several treasures and “bibliographical curiosities pointed out to us”; and
in Hermannstadt “the first objects we visited after our arrival were the
museum and gallery of Baron Bruckenthal [sic].”109 For both writers these
collections appear in ensemble, as testimonies to national aspirations.
Scholarly and professional priorities determined the contrasting
development of the Saxon, Hungarian, and Romanian repositories.
The Brukenthal Library’s placement within a museum collection was a
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traditional approach that has survived to the present. The Hungarians’
museum society benefited from the patronage of the Hungarian government. Its museum function was eclipsed by service to higher education as
the core of a growing university library, but the realia collections survived
by being dispersed and maintained as instructional tools of academic
departments. Museum society librarian Károly Szabó superseded the
museum function in his pioneering creation of one of the first union
catalogs anywhere in the library world. Astra and its library struggled
with much more modest resources and only established a real museum in
1905. But the Romanian association contributed to the Romanian cause
through its popular publications and especially the establishment of a
network of public libraries. Each institution’s manuscripts and archives
would be taken over in time by the Romanian state archives.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century hybrid institutions of
museums, libraries, and archives are beginning to appear less anomalous
than they did in the twentieth. The online presentation of digital objects
is creating the possibility to span physical repositories and distances,
bringing together kindred but multimedia cultural artifacts. In an age
when the Research Libraries Group advocates collaboration among
museums, libraries, and archives, and the Institute for Museums and
Library Services administers grants targeted specifically for the support
of museum-library collaborations, the library-in-museum is a useful
model for the present.110

Notes
The original version of this essay was presented to the Bolyai Conference
in the Museum of the American Hungarian Foundation in New Brunswick,
New Jersey, on 23 November 2002. The library situated above this museum,
with roughly thirty thousand volumes, is the largest freestanding Hungarian
collection in the United States and circulates its collection through Rutgers
University Libraries and Interlibrary Loan. I would like to extend my thanks to
the staff of the Library of the Romanian Academy and the University Library
in Bucharest, Romania, and the Rutgers University Libraries and Interlibrary
Loan for the provision of materials that contributed to the completion of this
study. I am also grateful to Tom Glynn, the late Lara Moore, and the anonymous
reviewers for their comments on an earlier draft.
1. Michael H. Harris, History of Libraries in the Western World: Compact Textbook
Edition (Metuchen: Scarecrow Press, 1984), 121–25.
2. The best English-language history of Transylvania is Gábor Barta et al., History of Transylvania (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1994). Austrian and Hungarian
census figures for 1850, 1990, 1900, and 1910, presented on p. 563 of this work,
indicate the 6:3:1 proportion did not change radically during this period.
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Freyherr Brukenthal’schen Sammlungen in Hermannstadt,” Archiv für Geschichte,
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Baron Brukenthal’sche Museum.
41. Csaki, Das Baron Brukenthal’sche Museum, 30. Due to shortage of staff the library
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43. Eduard Albert Bielz, Handbuch der Landeskunde Siebenbürgens: eine physikalisch-statistisch-topographische Beschreibung des Landes (Hermannstadt: S. Filtsch,
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46. Monica Vlaicu, “Das Staatsarchiv Hermannstadt,” 50–84, and Gustav
Gündisch, “Zur Geschichte des Archivs der Stadt Hermannstadt und der
sächsischen Nation,” 85–88, in Monica Vlaicu, ed., 120 Jahre öffentliches Archiv
in Siebenbürgen: Jubiläumsband (Hermannstadt: Editura Tenis-Club-Sen, 1996).
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also gives an overview of the archives’ history, including a summary of its holdings and some relevant policy documents, in “The Sibiu Archives—A Historical
Retrospective,” Transylvanian Review 4, no. 3 (1995): 115–39.
47. Transylvanian Society for the Cultivation of the Hungarian Language,
Erdélyi Magyar Nyelvmívelő Társaság.
48. He is best known today for the report of his travels in the United States,
first published in 1834: Útazás Észak Amerikában (Kolozsvártt: Ifiabb Tilsch János
Tulajdona, 1834); English translation: Journey in North America, trans. and ed.
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49. Lajos Kelemen, “Az Erdélyi Múzeum Egyesület története,” in Pál
Erdély, ed., Emlékkönyv az Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület félszázados ünnepére 1859–1909
(Kolozsvár: Az Erdélyi Múzeum-Egyesület kiadása, 1909–42), 5–79 (the volume
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